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There is a persistent and pernicious myth being propagated by the proponents of 
appeasement in the current war against epicenters of terror and tyranny in the Muslim 
world.  

According to this school of unfounded opinion, assertive martial operations against 
the likes of Saddam Hussein will undermine the position of moderates in the Islamic 
camp, and strengthen the hand of the extremists.  

Such action, claim the apologists for authoritarianism, would lead to widespread 
resentment and cause Muslims across the globe and across all shades of sentiment to 
rally to the side of their besieged brethren.  

Logic, however, dictates a quite different conclusion provided the outcome of such 
operations is a decisive and unequivocal victory for the forces of libertarian 
democracy and a crushing, explicit defeat for their extremist adversaries.  

Indeed, nothing would bolster the radical elements more than the perception that the 
Western powers and their allies are loath to confront them forcefully and resolutely.  

It is undoubtedly true that there are many of the Muslim faith who are moderate and 
enlightened individuals, who treat their wives with respect and dignity, who are at 
pains to educate their daughters and that genuinely harbor no aggressive designs 
towards the non-Muslim world or its fundamental values.  

However, these various shades of Islam, whether on the individual, community or 
country level, are sadly, of little relevance in the context of the emerging 
Huntingtonian "clash of civilizations" and the global scale on which it is unfolding.  

For, just as moderate Germans were swept away by the fury of the Nazi extremists, 
just as moderate socialism was drowned by the unyielding zeal of Soviet-variant, so 
too will any milder strain of Islam be engulfed by the proselytizing fervor and 
intolerance of the radical camp.  

THUS, WITHOUT the bulwark of military might demonstrating that the democratic 
world cannot only withstand and contain but vanquish the forces or Islamic tyranny 
(as in the case of Nazi and Soviet tyranny), the entire Muslim world, across the entire 



spectrum , will be overridden by autocratic despotism and painted with the brush of 
extremism.  

It should be remembered that Islam particularly the more virulent strains holds that its 
moral superiority is manifested through victories of the sword.  

Indecisive results in battle are inadmissible and unacceptable. It is thus essential that 
its failures, its defects and its inadequacies be exposed through its defeat by the 
sword. 
Only by imposing utter capitulation in a martial conflict can the very raison d'etre of 
Islamic intolerance be discredited in the eyes of the rest of Muslim world.  

Only in this manner can the futility of its aspirations and fallacies of its pretensions be 
laid bare before the multitudes of Muslim adherents; nothing else can render effective 
support to the more moderate factions of Islam.  

No other measure can bring home the wisdom and merits of the religion's more 
temperate followers. 
Only when a resolute consortium of nations, unswervingly committed to pluralistic 
libertarian values, shows that the radical fundamentalists and despotic extremists 
bring not glory but ignominy not triumphant conquest but ignoble defeat will 
moderate Islam be able to exert dominance in the Muslim world.  

Only by conclusively and irrefutably showing that voracious tyranny will deliver 
nothing but devastation to Muslims and disgrace to Islam, only by indelibly 
underscoring that aggressive enmity towards liberal democracy will not be brooked, 
and that the creed of the radicals is neither tolerable nor tenable, only then will the 
perilous prospect of a global clash between civilizations recede.  

Only then will a global dialog between them begin to emerge not only as a more 
desirable option, but also as a more realistic one.  

The writer is a senior research fellow at the Interdisciplinary Center, Herzliya.  
 

This article can also be read at 
http://www.jpost.com/servlet/Satellite?pagename=JPost/A/JPArticle/ShowFull&cid=
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